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Due to heavy rain, the dates are heavily
damaged and in the rural areas of all
talukas, hundreds of acres of
agricultural land and dates orchards
were submerged in water due to rain.
While major crops have generally
benefited from the monsoon season,
the date crop has reportedly been hit
by rains in Khairpur.
According to some estimates by
market dealers and growers, 60-75pc
of the crop was affected in the third
week of July, when the crop was ready
for harvesting. The rains normally come
by the end of August, when harvesting
is over.
The rains continued for around 10 days,
damaging the quality of otherwise
healthy dates. Last year too, the crop
had been hit by fungus due to
extended cold weather.The heavy rains
also discoloured the dates in the
water-flooded fields. The damaged
dates fetch lower prices and are
normally sold through middlemen. Only
5-10pc of the orchard owners who
have the holding capacity are able to
sell their crop when the prices rise due
to inadequate supply.

Khairpur Calamity Hit Area
During the third Monsoon
Spell its near to be
declared a calamity hit
area given the damage
caused to various
vacillation by the recent
monsoon rains because
rains have damaged up to
50% of date orchards in
Khairpur district.
Furthermore, the recent
monsoon rains from 17th
July to date have caused a
loss of Rs 5 billion to the
dates growers. 

KHARIF crops in Khairpur have
been seriously damaged by the
current monsoon rains. The
downpour, starting from the
second week of July 2022 and still
continuing, has engulfed more
and more areas in rural areas
and rains have multiplied the
miseries of the farmers.
Damages to cotton, paddy,
sugarcane and vegetables are
enormous. Initially the rains spelt
disaster in rural areas.
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LOCAL DAM & LOCAL PROTECTION
BANDH  BREACH KOTDIJI

Taluka Kotdiji- Village Ali Abad Near Ubhan Shah
Naara Road Kotdiji, Khairpur A wide breach occurred
in locally constructed dam due to storage of water,
over capacity breach occurred due to intense water
pressure in the tributary inundating 300 acres of
land and water continued to flow towards the
village. Local Villagers on self-Initiatives plugging the
breach with local ways

95 HOUSES
DEMOLISHED

PPRP INTERVENTIONS AFFECTED

LOW COST HOUSES
DAMAGES

Kingri 09, Khairpur 13
Kotdiji 16, Nara 08
Thari Mirwah 06
Faiz Ganj 17
Gambat 04
Sobhdero 06

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT GROUPS
 -GRASP Benazir Live stock 
-BDG Mehrani grocery shop 
-BDG Newro Cosmetics shop
-BDG Sawera - Nursery
Adham Sultan Dates leasing
-Dates leasing & processing -
Mubark Shar
- Dates leasing lal bux

HAND PUMP DRINKING
WATER DAMAGES

The Pro-poor peoples'
installed Drinking Hand
Water Pumps' bore has

not damaged due to
standing water 

UC NASER FAKIR JALALNI,
TALKA KOTDIJ, BREACH
AFFECTED 50 ,بند PROTECTION
VILLAGES WITH MORE THAN
1500 HHS

1500 HOUSES
DROWNED

50 VILLAGES

DAM & PROTECTION BANDH
BREACH DEVASTATION

LOCAL DAM DEVASTATION 
COMPLETE AFFECTED 20
PARTIALLY AFFECTED 75
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